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Tf,MPERATUR.E A}ÍD MOIJCULAR-WEIGHT DEPENDENCE OF TUf, STRAIN
HARDEhÍING Bf,EAVIOIIR OF POLYCARBONATE

L. E. Govaert', C.AC. van Aert" and J. Boekholt'

In this snrdy the tenryerature dqrendence oftle post yield behaviour
of two commercial grades of polycarbonate were investigated. The

- 
strain hardening modulus is found to decrease substantially with
incÍeasing temperatue. A decrease in molecular weight only appears
to have a mall iilftrenss on the strain hardening behaviour, uÀereas
it leads to a dramatic decrease in the failure strain ofttre material.

Introduction

When subjected to a tensile test, a glassy pofmer displays an initial elastic region followed by rate
depended yielding, due to stress-activated segmental motion. The post-Èld behavior of gtassy
polym.ers is governed by wo phenomena; firstty inuinsic strain softening, that leads to a decrease in
the sness lwel with inoeasing deformation, and secondly strain hardening, that leads to a subsequent
increase oftle stress level This investigation will focuss on the latter-

ft seems generally accepted that the strain-hardming reryonse in (glassy) polym.ers originates Aom
the rubber elastic response of the entanglement network [-3], the prime indication being the
conrylete recovery of plastic deformation if the polymer is heated above the glass-transition
teryeÍatue. Howwer, a quantitative agreement between the strain-hardening moduftu observed in
the post-yield behaviour below T*, and the rubber-plateau modulus that is observed above Tn, still
seems to be lacking [3]. In this study it is atteryted to clari$ this disagreement by invesrigatinl rhe
temperature depende.nce of the strah hardening modrÍus of two grades of polycarbonate with
different molecular weight s.

Experimental

The materials investigated weÍe two commercial grades ofpolycarbonate, Lexan l0l from General
Electric and Macrolon CD2000 from Bayer. The Lexan 10l-grade had a weight-average molecular
weight M* of 33500 g/mot uihereas the cD2000 grade had a tf of approximately 13000 g/mol
(estimeted Êom Sear viscosity).

The most sraightforward way to study the post-yield behaviour eqerimentally is to apply large
homogeneous deformations. However, most polym.er systems, and especially polycaóonate, are
prone to inhomogeneous deformation (necking). In polymer glasses, this tendency to stÍain
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localisation is especially influenced by intrinsic-strain softening. A posslble way to enable large

homogeneous plastic deformations is therefors 1s glimiín1e strain softening by mechanical

conditioning. For this purpose axis.symmarical tensile bars were subjected to large sfrain torsion at

room temperature. The torsion was applied manually, by clanrying the sample in a universal lathe and

turning one side over 72U{egreeg with a line on the sanqle as a reference. Subsequently the sample

was returneal to its undeformed *ate by rotating in the opposite direction, again using the line on the

saryle as a reference. On these preconditioned saqrles tensile tests were performed at a strain rate

of l0-2 s I at various teryeratuÍes below Ts.

Torsional dpamic mechanical analysis was performed on a Rheometrics RDS tr in a plate-plate
'geometry 

at a Êequency of I tlz and teryeratures of 170 to 240 'C, well above the glass transition

t.ryort*". The saryles were coryression moulded disks with a thickness of 2 mm a:rd a diameter

of25 nm

Results

h Figure I the rewfts ofthe tens:le ogeÍiments are presented in a plot of true sÍess versus the strrin

meazure (À2-l-t). After this mechmical treament, the strain softening behaviour has disappeared and

the saryles deform homogeneously in a standard tensile test. Due to the mechanical treatment the

strain softening efect has almost totally disappeared and the bars are observed to deform

homogeneously. From Figure I it is clear for both materiais that the post yield behaviour at all

teqeratures can be ÍepÍesented by a neo-hookean strain hardening reEonse vizuelised by a linear

relationship between the Íue stress and (L'z-,1,-t), or :

o ( T )  =  o r ( T )  *  G R ( T ) Q " 2  -  À - t )

where o, is the yield stress, I is the draw ratio and G" represents the $rain hardening modulus.

According to the Gaussiatr tretwoÍk approximation the shear modulus 61x ql65elinksd netwoÍk can

be eqrressed as:

G^ = nkT

where n is the number of elastically active chains and k is Boltmann's constant. In this classical

rubber-elastic approach an increase of teryerature will typically lead to an increase of the strain

hardening modulus. However, in contrast to the chemical neÍwork that is assumed in the Gaussian

netwoÍk approac\ the molecular network in a tlermoplasic material is of a physical nature, Viz.

entanglem€nts. It is therefore not srprising that the vahes ofthe strain-hardening moduli determined

from the experimental data in Fig. l, represented in Table I, clearly decrease with increasing

temperatuÍe. According to Amrda [4] this decreas€ is related to a decrease of the number of

ela*ically active chains 4 which is equivalent to m increase in the numbeÍ of monomer rmits between

entanglements. In otier words, the network relaxes (dis-entangles) with increasing teryeratuÍe.

( l )

Q)
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Temperature ("C) G* [MPa], Lexan l0l G* [MPa], CD2000

25 23.'7 z)

50 2 t .3 20.6

75 18.7 t7

100 1 5 13.5

Table I: TemperaÍure dependerce of the strain hardening modulus of
Lexan I0l and Macrolon CD2000

In the polymer ríeology fe$ it is well established that relaxation of the entanglemeat network resuhs
from reptation [5]. With .lris process in mind, it seems instructive to compare tle temperature
dependence ofthe strain hardening moduhrs, shown in Table I, to that ofthe dynamic shear modulus
Go measured (lÍIz) in the meft (Figure 2).

In the case ofboth materials, the te.ryerature dependence ofthe strain-hardening modulus appears
to correlate well with the relaxation behaviour of the entanglement nefivork in the melt. This
observation *rpports the view that strain hardening originates from a rubber-elastic response ofthe
entanglement net\À/ort which becomes operable when segmental motion is allowed.

At low temperatures, the strain hardening modulus is only slightty inÍuenced by a reduction in
molecular weight. This could be expected, since the molecular weight between entanglements is not
influenced by chain lengttr. However, as the uumber of entanglement per chain decreases, the
relaxation ofthe network will occur faster, which leads to the differences that are observed betweetr
the two grades at higher teryeratures (Fig.2). A more dramatic effect of a decrease in molecular
weight is its strong influence on the strain to breat as can be observed in Fig.1.
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True stÍess-strain curves ofmechanically pre-conditioned samples of Lexan l0l
(solid line) and Macrolon CD2000 (dashed line) at various teryeratues

Figure I

Figure 2
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Strain hardening moduhrs and dynamic Sear modulus vs. teryerature for Lexan 101
(solid symbols) and CD2000 (open symbols)
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